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h i g h l i g h t s

• A Science Gateway to perform Milky Way analysis is presented.
• The main workflows and applications are designed for star formation studies.
• A resource monitoring system allows efficient debugging on the gateway.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the latest developments on the VIALACTEA Science Gateway in the context of
the FP7 VIALACTEA project. The science gateway operates as a central workbench for the VIALACTEA
community in order to allow astronomers to process the new-generation surveys (from Infrared to Radio)
of the Galactic Plane to build and deliver a quantitative 3D model of our Milky Way Galaxy. The final
model will be used as a template for external galaxies to study star formation across the cosmic time.
The adopted agile software development process allowed to fulfill the community needs in terms of
requiredworkflows andunderlying resourcemonitoring. Scientific requirements arose during the process
highlighted the needs for easy parameter setting, fully embarrassingly parallel computations and large-
scale input dataset processing. Therefore the science gateway based on theWS-PGRADE/gUSE framework
has been able to fulfill the requirementsmainly exploiting the parameter sweep paradigm and parallel job
execution of the workflow management system. Moving from development to production environment
an efficient resource monitoring system has been implemented to easily analyze and debug sources of
potential failures occurred during workflow computations. The results of the resourcemonitoring system
are exploitable not only for IT experts, administrators and workflow developers but also for the end-
users of the gateway. The affiliation to the STARnet Gateway Federation ensures the sustainability of the
presented products after the end of the project, allowing the usage of the VIALACTEA Science Gateway to
all the stakeholders, not only to the community members.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Milky Way is a complex ecosystem where a cyclical trans-
formation process brings diffuse baryonic matter into dense un-
stable condensations to form stars. These condensations produce
radiant energy for billions of years before releasing chemically
enriched material back into the InterStellar Medium in their final
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stages of evolution. Although considerable progress has beenmade
in the last two decades in the understanding of the evolution of
isolated densemolecular clumps, toward the onset of gravitational
collapse and the formation of stars and planetary systems, a lot
remains still hidden.

The aim of the European FP7 VIALACTEA project was to exploit
the combination of all new-generation surveys of the Galactic
Plane to build and deliver a galaxy scale predictive model for star
formation of the Milky Way. This model will be used as a tem-
plate for external galaxies and studies of star formation across the
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cosmic time. Usually the essential steps necessary to unveil the
innerworkings of the galaxy as a star formation engine (such as the
extraction of dust compact condensations or robust reconstruction
of the spectral energy distribution of objects in star-forming re-
gions) are often carried out manually by the astronomers, and nec-
essarily, over a limitednumber of galactic sources or very restricted
regions. Therefore, scientists required new technological solutions
able to deal with the growing data size and quantity coming from
new-generation surveys (from Infrared to Radio wavelength).

The extraction of the meaningful information contained in
the available data required an entirely new approach (the new
paradigm of ‘‘data-driven scientific discovery’’) which resulted
in a novel framework [1] based on: advanced visual analytic
techniques [2], data mining methodologies [3], machine learning
paradigms [4] and Virtual Observatory (VO) based data represen-
tation and retrieval standards [5]. All the underlying pipelines
required by this framework (e.g. knowledge base catalog creation
or maps making for visual analytic) are available through the
VIALACTEA Science Gateway (VLSG).

The gateway (described in Section 3) is based on the WS-
PGRADE/gUSE [6] portal framework that provides several ready-
to-use functionalities off-the-shelf. It allows development of sci-
entific workflows composed of ‘‘nodes’’, corresponding to almost
any kind of application, in a convenient graphical user interface.
Workflows can be executed in parallel in a wide set of Distributed
Computing Infrastructures such as grids, clusters, supercomputers,
and clouds. It enables sharing, importing and exporting workflows
and managing credentials (and robot certificates), or gathering
workflow execution statistics. Beyond these features, the portal is
extensible, in fact, WS-PGRADE/gUSE offers a number of interfaces
to add new applications and portlets to its base capabilities.

This paper presents the latest developments on the VLSG
including the workflows designed for the community and the
resource monitoring system (preliminary results are presented
in [7]). The workflows (see Section 5) are mainly focused on
performing CPU and data-intensive computations: map making,
i.e., the formation of sky images from the instruments data; data
mining to obtain band-merged catalogs relating sources with as-
sociated counterparts at different wavelengths; filamentary struc-
ture detection and extraction from images.

Due to the diverse variety of software and computing capabil-
ities required by the workflows, a novel monitoring system has
been developed within the gateway to supervise the status of the
whole system. Monitoring covers different levels of tests (see Sec-
tion 3.6), checking gateway interoperability with the computing
infrastructures andworkflow submission and execution processes.
These tests are performed periodically and the resulting reports
are published on the gateway so end-users are also aware of any
potential failure of the system avoidingwaste of time in debugging
their work. Furthermore e-mail alerts are sent on any errors to
infrastructure administrators to promptly fix the problems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews the requirements and the developed technological ar-
chitecture. Section 3 introduces the VLSG. Section 4 presents the
federated network of science gateways (STARnet) of the astronom-
ical and astrophysical community. Section 5 demonstrates four
applications developed using the science gateway that perform
various calculations used to analyze the star forming regions of the
MilkyWay. Section 6 overviews the relatedwork; finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2. VIALACTEA requirements and technological architecture

In order to deliver a model of our galaxy with quantitative
star formation laws, it is necessary to reveal and analyze through-
out the galaxy the dense filamentary clouds where star-forming

Fig. 1. VIALACTEA integrated technological framework.

clumps are found. These clumps are found in very different en-
vironments and in different evolutionary stages and their proper-
ties are characterized through detailed modeling of their Spectral
Energy Distribution. Their exact location is determined using the
most up to date distance estimators and all these pieces need to be
assembled to get a new view of our Galaxy.

The Galactic distribution of Star Formation Rate (stellar mass
produced per unit time) and Efficiency (stellar mass produced per
unit mass of available dense gas) can be quantitatively related
to the variety of physical agents that drive star formation in the
Galaxy. The timely exploitation of the huge amount of data avail-
able requires new technological solutions able to overcome the
current challenges pushing the envelope of the current state of the
art both from technological and scientific point of view. Therefore a
novel system has been implemented [8] based on: advanced visual
analytics techniques, data mining pipelines, VO-based standards
and science gateway technologies. The framework can be seen as
an integratedworkspacewhere the Visual Analytics desktop client,
the Science Gateway embedding the DataMining pipelines and the
VIALACTEA Knowledge Base can be employed both as independent
actors or as interacting components (see Fig. 1). In the following
paragraphs we highlight the technological solutions developed to
overcome the aforementioned requirements.

Data requirements. Data challenges required in VIALACTEA has
been managed through an archive named VIALACTEA Knowledge
Base [5] (VLKB)which includes a combination of storage facilities, a
Relational Data Base (RDB) server andweb services on top of them.
It allows easier searches and cross correlations between data, and
currently contains: 2D surveys, catalog sources and related band
merged information; structural information such as filament struc-
tures or bubbles; and Radio Datacubes with search and cutout ser-
vices. Data-mining and machine-learning pipelines are embedded
within the Science Gateway as workflows and employed to carry
out building of Spectral Energy Distributions, distance estimate
and Evolutionary classification of hundreds of thousands of star
forming objects on the Galactic Plane. All these produced results
are then ingested to the VLKB. The VIALACTEA Visual Analytics
(VLVA) tool [2] allows the interactionwith the VIALACTEA data and
to carry out complex tasks formulti-criteria data/metadata queries
on the VLKB, subsample selection and further analysis processed
over the science gateway, or real-time control of data fitting to
theoretical models.

Analysis tools. The science gateway is exploited by the scientists
to configure and run the VIALACTEA workflows implementing the
pipelines developed by the community (see Section 5). Further-
more the science gateway allows the VLVA to submit workflows
through the usage of WS-PGRADE/gUSE Remote API [9]. This API
also provides methods for checking the workflow’s status, and for
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